
Knowledge as Personal: The Representation of Self in theRepresentation of KnowledgeJoel ParthemorePais Researh GroupDepartment of InformatisUniversity of SussexFalmer, Brighton UKAbstratI begin with a broad disussion of the nature of knowledge, leaving aside haraterizations of knowl-edge as justi�ed true belief in favor of divisions into oneptual/non-oneptual and knowing that/knowinghow. Knowledge is always knowledge of: knowledge requires an objet, but not an objet on its own, forthe objet requires a subjet. Just as one probably annot begin to understand oneptual knowledgewithout an appreiation of non-oneptual knowledge, so, too, one annot understand knowledge, on-eptual or non-oneptual, in the absene of an understanding of intelligene. Some philosophers haveargued that any understanding of intelligene needs to be broad-based and not anthropoentri; but Iwill argue that what I all the �anthropoentri stane� is at least useful and at most possibly neessary.This anthroentri stane is fundamentally a part of our relations to other human intelligenes, and itmay be fundamental to our relations to any intelligent entities. In understanding others, we begin withan understanding of ourselves. In understanding other intelligenes, we begin with an understanding ofhuman intelligene. In understanding knowledge, �self� and �other� are ontinually reurring onepts.Along with the anthropoentri stane, I present a version of the �meta-level argument� showing howrepresentations an be organized into a hierarhy of representations, representations of representations,and so on. Extending a line of thought from the anthropoentri stane, I suggest that our representationof �other� begins with a modi�ed representation of �self�. In turn the representation of �self� may beginwith a representation of boundary: the �self� from the �not self�. The meta-level argument provides away to talk about three distint but related notions of self, whih I all �I1�, �I2�, and I3. I will argue thatthese are not simply distint notions of self but are related in a hierarhy of �rst-, seond- and third-orderrepresentations. The �self� an masquerade as the homunulus in the mind without being one, as DanielDennett has pointed out. This is not a paper about onsiousness, but it does attempt to show how aertain approah to onsiousness might shape any subsequent approah to knowledge representation.1 The Nature of KnowledgeBefore there ever were professional philosophers to ask them, there were the questions: What is it to know?What is it to be known?Knowledge, says the de�nition, is understanding. Knowledge is always knowledge of . The framework onwhih it is hung, be it representational or non-representational, not only has no usefulness but has no meaningon its own. Be it knowing that or knowing how , knowledge requires an objet: knowledge is always aboutsomething. But framework and objet on their own still are not enough, for the objet requires a subjet;�knowledge�, in any sense in whih we may wish to use it, is always knowledge possessed or used � or bysome arguments at least potentially possessed or used � whether by someone or something. What woulda library, the repository of knowing that , be without any readers or patrons? What would any skill, thedomain of knowing how , be without the skilled? The idea of any understanding of knowledge ompletelyabstrated away from an agent possessing or using that knowledge is probably inoherent. Knowledge doesnot form a losed system unto itself. 1



Knowledge is probably not a natural kind. What it is depends on how one views it and how one uses it.It is not of the world but a useful abstration from the world: a model of the world that, relative to someagent, makes the world more approahable. At the same time, knowledge of the world is all we ever have ofthe world, for we never have the world itself, unmediated.Knowing how shows, for some, that knowledge must involve more than oneptual knowledge. . . ertainlydoes, if onepts are taken to be those units of knowledge that form the omponents of expliitly propositionalthought and meet the Generality Constraint: they an be re-used, re-ombined, reyled in a systemati way.If I an think about new biyle frames and white laptops, I an think about white biyle frames and newlaptops, without those onepts losing or hanging their ore nature along the way. I an even, if I have inmind touring biyle frames and Maintosh laptops, entertain suh uriosities as Maintosh biyle framesand touring laptops and attempt to assign some meaning to eah.But even if we take an agnosti view on the �expliitly propositional� requirement or deny it outright, theGenerality Constraint would seem to require room � quite a bit of it � for non-oneptual knowledge: forsurely pereption involves a great deal of transitory knowledge that is not only not onsiously aessible,it is not re-usable, for it is never kept for re-use or at least never gets oneptually strutured: it is andremains �raw data�. If the Generality Constraint is used as the dividing line, then oneptual and non-oneptual knowledge form �gure and ground: understanding and representing the �rst requires an attemptto understand and represent the latter. The distintion between knowing that and knowing how maysigni�antly overlap with that between oneptual and non-oneptual, but there may well be instanes ofknowing how that do meet the Generality Constraint, that are oneptually strutured but not onsiouslyaessible, as there may be instanes of knowing that that on the Generality Constraint test, fail to beoneptual. All of this, of ourse, allows us to remain agnosti on the question of whether oneptual andnon-oneptual knowledge share a ommon form, whether they an be built up using a ommon shema.2 The Anthropoentri StaneIf knowledge of objet requires knowledge by subjet, then something needs said about the relationshipbetween knowledge, subjet and objet, whih is intelligene: that is, the ability of a subjet (or �agent�) toapply knowledge. Philosophers and ognitive sientists an debate all they like whether or not, when theyare onsidering whether or how to represent knowledge, they are modeling that knowledge (knowing that orknowing how , oneptual or non-oneptual) in the same way that a human agent does1. But I believe thatthere is no way, when we talk about �knowledge representation�, that this knowledge an fail to be knowledgein a human sense, whih is to say, from a human point of view; for when we seek to understand intelligentagents, our models for that understanding are human agents (as when we seek to model other human agents,I will argue, our models are ourselves).Suh a human-entered approah to understanding intelligene is, I believe, preisely the sort of thing AlanTuring had in mind in his 1950 paper, Computing Mahinery and Intelligene: roughly, if we onsistentlytreat an artifat (like a omputer) as intelligent � what Daniel Dennett alls taking the Intentional Stanetoward it � then it makes little pratial sense to argue whether or not it atually is intelligent. Turingdesribes an �imitation game� with three players: two human and one an artifat. It is the goal of the onehuman player, ommuniating only through the written word, to guess whih of the other two is the humanand whih the omputer. It is part of the game's design that the nature of the players' embodiment is not,in and of itself , allowed to prejudie the outome against the omputer.The question and answer method seems to be suitable for introduing almost any one of the�elds of human endeavour that we wish to inlude. We do not wish to penalise the mahine forits inability to shine in beauty ompetitions, nor to penalise a man for losing in a rae against1E.g.: �We must be areful to distinguish the question of whether suh and suh a program onstitutes a good model ofhuman intelligene from the question of whether the program... displays some kind of real, but perhaps nonhuman form ofintelligene.� [Clark 2001, p. 20℄ 2



an aeroplane. The onditions of our game make these disabilities irrelevant. The 'witnesses'an brag, if they onsider it advisable, as muh as they please about their harms, strength orheroism, but the interrogator annot demand pratial demonstrations. [Turing 1950℄Blay Whitby has famously argued that the �Turing test� has led AI researh down a �blind alley� by beinginterpreted as enouraging, if not atually enouraging (i.e., by intention of the author), �an operationaltest for intelligene involving some sort of omparison with human beings�. [Whitby 1997℄ Whitby is farfrom the only researher who has laimed that a human-entered approah to understanding intelligene �what I will all here the anthropoentri stane � is a serious mistake; but he has expressed his views ina partiularly lear way and at some length. Human intelligene is a poor starting point beause it is toopoorly understood and exludes too muh that we would want to inlude as intelligene.Unfortunately AI sientists, rather like early astronomers, tended to look at the subjet fromtheir own perspetive. That is to say they saw human intelligene as the starting point andwanted to develop the sienti� study of intelligene from this starting point. [Whitby 2003℄This to me begs the question: what other perspetive should they � or ould they even � have used? Theview of a subjet is, by de�nition, subjetive � and subjetive from not just any viewpoint, but spei�allythat of the subjet in question. Of ourse their perspetives were limited, in ways that in retrospet we an�nd quite amusing; but what grounds do we have for laiming that our own perspetives are not, on thewhole if not in this one partiular area, just as limited? Those who postulated an earth-entered universewere wrong ; their theories eventually fell to Oam's razor2. But this doesn't mean that their theoriesweren't a useful, even a neessary, stepping stone to the theories we have today, whih may themselves beonly a stepping stone to the theories we hold in future. There is a longstanding tradition in siene whihholds that siene is not about establishing any objetive truths about the universe but rather about provingexisting theories wrong (i.e., inonsistent or inoherent) or simply less preferable than simpler theories thatseem to explain the observable fats as well or better.Of ourse Whitby is right that �siene has to be interested in the whole spae of intelligene�. (Whitby,2003) It might seem arrogant indeed to assume that intelligene must be human or human-like (humanoid, ifyou will) intelligene. . . to de�ne intelligene so that only human intelligene (as we urrently understand it)�ts the bill.3 But what preisely is wrong with starting from a human-entered understanding of intelligeneWhitby never makes lear. Is it not at least as reasonable to argue that, as our understanding of intelligeneexpands to inlude other speies or artifats, that our understanding of what it means to be human � tohave human intelligene � will not likewise expand? As the Mar Almond song goes, �tell me if you an /what makes a man a man�.3 Levels and Meta-LevelsA lot of arguments an be made learer, and a lot of apparently unresolvable problems (partiularly ofthe Cartesian dualist kind) an be avoided, by some form of the meta-level argument: simply put, thatwhat seems an issue or a problem at one level of analysis may be examined away from a meta-level ofanalysis4. This is the distintion to be made between a self-referential paradox and a simple ontradition.The paradox's apparent ontradition (between its sense and its [self-℄referene) an be resolved by use ofa meta-level argument: �I am lying� an be analyzed in suh a way that the sense of the proposition is atone level, the [self-℄referene at the meta-level. This allows the self-referential paradox to be interestingly2Theoretially, there's no reason why one ouldn't, in priniple, revive Tyho Brahe's system of epiyles on epiyles toexplain not only planetary motion but also all of the spae exploration that has taken plae to date. The problem is that anysuh system would be horrendously ompliated, to the point of being farial, ompared to muh simpler explanations thatexplain the observable fats without onstantly needing to add more epiyles.3. . . Though as Ron Chrisley has pointed out (personal ommuniation), writers like Hubert Dreyfus[Dreyfus 1992℄ ouldbe read as taking this view. Likewise Wittgenstein an be read as saying that we would be unable to reognize non-humanintelligene as intelligene: �if a lion ould talk, we ould not understand him.� [Wittgenstein 2002℄4Blay Whitby �rst raised this point for me. 3



meaningful in a way that a simple ontradition like �Tuesday is Wednesday� or �day is night� (where thesense of the one item exludes the sense of the other). But what preisely do we mean when we talk abouta �meta-level argument�?The idea of di�erent levels of desription or levels of analysis should be familiar enough: by any one level, wemean a ertain ontext or perspetive; by any other level, either an abstration away from that level or a levelthat that level is itself an abstration away from. In one diretion there is a qualitative loss of information, inthe other diretion a qualitative inrease. At the one end of the spetrum is the physial world; the onrete;the essene of raw, uninterpreted data. At the other end is the metaphysial (or meta-metaphysial) world;the abstrat; the essene of high-level, interpreted, proessed and ategorized data. So �di�erent levels� angenerally be read as �di�erent levels toward or from abstration�. A meta-level is always relative to some�level� and is an abstration away from that level. In this way we an talk about objets in the physialworld (base level) or (e.g., mental) representations of those objets (meta-level) or representations of thoserepresentations (meta-meta-level), and so on. We an talk about thoughts (base level) or thoughts aboutthoughts (meta-level) or thoughts about thoughts about thoughts (meta-meta-level).So for an example from the realm of neuropsyhiatry and human agents, here is Joseph LeDoux, talkingabout di�erent levels in the mind and their apparent independene and interdependene:The onsious and unonsious aspets of thought are sometimes desribed in terms of parallelfuntions. Consiousness seems to do things serially, more or less one at a time, whereas theunonsious mind, being omposed of many di�erent systems, seems to work more or less inparallel. Some ognitive sientists have suggested that onsiousness involves a limited-apaityserial proessor that sits at the top of the ognitive hierarhy above a variety of speial-purposeproessors that are organized in parallel. . . . (LeDoux, p. 280)For omparison, here is an example from the realm of AI and arti�ial agents, Terry Winograd talking aboutdi�erent levels in a omputer program and fousing on their independene:. . . For a typial omplex omputer program, there is no intelligible orrespondene betweenoperations at distant levels. (Winograd and Flores, p. 90)I've disussed why what I all the �anthropoentri stane� is not only not an obstale to (oneptual)knowledge representation but may atually be quite useful, even essential. I've presented a version of themeta-level argument as a means to ordering the representations one reates. I want to use the anthropoentristane to argue for a ertain sort of relationship between our mental representations of �self� and �other�. Ithen want to use the meta-level argument to argue that our di�erent notions of self (self as physial organism,self as mental reature, self as name or set of desriptions) an usefully be arranged into a hierarhy ofrepresentations and representations of representations.4 The Other as SelfIt seems a de�nitional part of being a human intelligene that our understanding of intelligene and ofself begins at the enter, as it were, and grows outward: think of the hild �rst aware of itself, then itsmother, then its father, then of siblings and other family members, and over time more and more examplesof like-me-but-not-me's. It seems ounterintuitive � though of ourse by no means ruled out! � to think thatintelligene ould work the other way around: a oneption of others preeding a oneption of self, self asthe destination rather than the starting point. (Still: what would it mean to have a onept of other peopleand not of ourselves?)I want to suggest that our understanding of another person begins with seeing that person as being somehowlike us.5All other things equal and until we are given reason to believe otherwise, we expet the other person5Indeed to treat someone as fundamentally not like ourselves is arguably a neessary step to treating her as less than aperson, even sub-human. Consider the nature of raism or the treatment of enemies in war. Beause there is suh a lose4



to be motivated by the same things that motivate us; we expet the other person's thoughts to follow thesame sorts of paths that ours do. One of the explanations o�ered for autism is the failure to make this link.Consider: when I re�et on the Christmas gifts I buy for people, I realize I tend to buy the sorts of thingsthat I would like myself. When I �feel� for someone who is homeless or unemployed, it is beause I anpiture what it would be like for me to be in the same position.When we fail to understand the other's motivations � through the perspetive of our own � when theirthoughts fail to follow the expeted hannels, we experiene a break down: the sript has been departedfrom. What is this strange someone who I thought was like me and isn't? It is when others are veryapparently di�erent from us � often in partiular visually, as in the ase of someone with a gross physialdeformity � that we frequently experiene the greatest disomfort.The imposition of ourselves onto the not-ourselves needn't stop there, of ourse, and arguably doesn't: weare onstantly imposing ourselves onto the world. We are onstantly re-reating the world in our own image.But this is all high-level, soially deeply embedded disussion; so let us try to simplify things by returning tothe earlier disussion. If knowledge requires intelligene, then intelligene requires mind (as mind would seemto require body). Mind may or may not require representations, but let us onsider for sake of argumentthat it does.What do we mean by �representations�, a term that seemingly an be used in so many di�erent ways?I suggest we use the provisional de�nition �omplex and potentially reusable onstrutions of themselvesreusable symbols.� Likewise symbols we might de�ne as �atomi entities that funtion to 'stand in plaeof' some omplex struture (i.e., representation), and that an be manipulated aording to some formalrule or rules, suh that any semantis interpretable by an agent to the system are preserved.� (What otherswould all a �omplex symbol� would, in this sheme, be alled a representation.) Some researhers would,of ourse, like to deny the symbols and keep the representations (using some more general de�nition of theterm)6: that is to say, analyzing representations into any ompositional rule-governed struture is, for them,either a fruitless or an impossible task. Others would like to deny the representations as well: Tim vanGelder sees them as dispensable[Van Gelder 1998℄ and Randy Brooks is well-known for seeing them simplyas a hindrane[Chrisley 2003℄.I want to suggest that mind, be it self-onsious, subonsious or sub-personal, an be viewed at an abstrat,funtional level as a network of interonneted and inter-de�ning representations. (This is as opposed tothe familiar image of independent, ontext-free representations.) I want to suggest further that our familiaronepts of �self� and �other� are among those mental representations, and that our representation of otheras like-me-but-not-me might well begin with a opy of our mental representation of ourselves, subsequentlyperturbed � reshaped � by information and experiene. My representation of you, in other words, beginswith my representation of me. Piture a �gure of malleable lay, or the siene �tion stories of lones-as-perfet-opies (as opposed to �real� lones, whih despite super�ial resemblanes are never perfet opies):from the moment of their loning they begin to diverge, to the point that they may eventually beome(super�ially, if not inherently) unreognizable to the original.Of ourse from the moment we meet someone we may use various ues (skin olor, apparent ethniity, aent,physial deformities) to represent them mentally in terms of other people we have met in ways that, onthe surfae at least, may be quite unlike ourselves. But these di�erenes belie, I think, more fundamentalsimilarities. In representing others, we rarely if ever wander far from the original pattern.onnetion between our sense of self and our sense of our humanity, to treat someone as fundamentally not like ourselvesprobably is to make them something other than human.6This is the position that Fodor and Pylyshin, aurately I think, attribute to most onnetionists[Fodor and Pylyshin 1993℄.
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5 The Self as Other (I1)It must be me beause I'm here. That is what Emily said autiously as she ontemplated the faein the mirror before her. It had to be her; she had plaed herself in front of the mirror, of herown free will, so it had to be her; who else ould it be? (Damasio, p. 162)In THE FEELING OF WHAT HAPPENS, Antonio Damasio desribes a woman who is unable toreognize herself in a mirror. In most other ways she funtions like any other �normal� fully onsious humanbeing; but her onnetion to unique visual images, inluding her own image, has been lost. At one level, hersense of self is funtioning perfetly. At another level, it is not. She both knows and does not know herself.If we mentally represent other people as somehow-opies of our representations of ourselves, then it is re-�exively true that at some level our representations of ourselves must be like our representations of others.What is more subtle is that if we use our mental representations of ourselves to reate our mental represen-tations of others, then it is also likely to be the ase that we use our representations of others to reate �or re-reate, or modify � our representations of ourselves. In this way the �odd� notion I mentioned earlierof starting one's understanding of self on the �outside� and working in toward the �enter� has a grain oftruth. It is an illusion, if a useful and possibly neessary one, that we an ever pereive ourselves diretly,for that-whih-we-are. There is a truth in the old idea that other people are the mirrors by whih we viewourselves. Take the metaphor of a web: there is a sense in whih eah of us is the enter point of her ownweb; there is another sense in whih eah of us is just another point in the web, de�ned by all of the pointsaround us.This is the �rst of three notions of self-as-mental-representation that I want to onsider in this paper. I willall it I1. It is a �rst-order representation: the �rst abstration away from the original. This �rst self is theself-as-other, the �third-person� representation of self that is like but unlike all the many other representationof selves: distinguished from the rest beause it applies to this self. It is, in some peuliar way, self-similarto the �self� � the organism, if you like � in whih it resides, �tting it like a hand into a glove (only, weshould not mistake the hand for the glove). It is self-referential in a way that none of our our other mentalrepresentations are, for it referenes the entire system in whih those representations reside.The I1is a representation of the physial organism as a whole. But beause we have no diret aess to thatphysial organism as a whole � our aess to it as to any external entity is mediated through our senses �what we standardly treat as the atual organism is, in fat, a representation of that organism.There is an essential ontinuity to the represented: human beings are not �shape shifters�, that siene �tionreation that an take whatever form of embodiment it hooses. There is likewise an important ontinuityto the representation: it hanges, but only within narrow parameters. Note the use of the indexial. �I� is anindexial, as is �this�, as is �you�, as is something like �today�. �I� referenes whihever agent is using it at thetime. Just as when I use the word �you�, or talk about �today� or �this� moment, the referene is determinedby the immediate ontext. And yet there is a sense I stubbornly wish to hold onto in whih, when I amtalking about this �I�, whih is me, I have a ontinuity in mind that the other indexials lak, something thatis more than the ontinuity of one day following another or, to eho Damasio, one self following another7.Thisindexial, in short, is speial.6 The Self as �Myself� (I2)The �ore self�, for Damasio, is reated and destroyed in eah moment. Continuity enters at the level of the�autobiographial self�, whih brings all the moment-by-moment ore selves together, telling a story thatunites all the ore selves all in a ommon narrative. As suh it is a representation of representations: that7Disussing the �ore self�: �Just as death and life yles reonstrut the organism and its parts aording to a plan, thebrain reonstruts the sense of self moment by moment.� [Damasio 2000, p. 144℄6



is, a seond-order representation, one step further removed from the physial organism. This is the self towhih are attahed various stable fats: a name, a plae of birth, a nationality, an oupation, and so on.The organization of onsiousness I propose resolves the apparent paradox identi�ed byWilliam James � that the self in our stream of onsiousness hanges ontinuously as it movesforward in time, even as we retain a sense that the self remains the same while our existeneontinues. [Damasio 2000, p. 217℄Damasio's ore self is a low-level representation, lose to the physial level. The self-as-other I desribeabove is a higher-level (that is, more abstrated) representation, and as suh a�ords a greater appearane ofontinuity. What they have in ommon is that they are both �rst-order representations: a representation ofthe organism as it exists, or is pereived to exist, in the world.What preisely is the �rst-order representation of self and what the seond-order representation depends abit on one's interests: Damasio is a neuropsyhiatrist, seeking to �nd the biologial strutures that underlieonsiousness; he is interested in loating the �rst-order representation as lose to the physial level aspossible. My self-as-other would, in Damasio's approah, lie somewhere between the ore self and theautobiographial self. What is important is not so muh where one divides things but in the notion of levelsand meta-levels, of representations and representations of representations: one sense of self abstrated awayfrom another sense of self abstrated away from the physial organism. This is the idea I want to take awayfrom Damasio.The seond thing to note is that, although Damasio's autobiographial self is learly a seond-order repre-sentation, a representation of the ore self representations, still most of his disussion of the ore self andautobiographial self ours along a ontinuum: most of the time, he does not refer to ore self and autobio-graphial self as disrete levels. My interest in this paper preisely is in disrete levels of self. The situationis analogous to disussions of physial dimensions, whih an be onsidered either as disrete levels (twodimensions de�ne a plane, three dimensions de�ne a volume, and so on) or as existing along a ontinuum:so-alled fratal or Hausdor� dimensions8 .So Damasio's ore self is both related to, and distinguishable from, the self-as-other I have desribed. Theautobiographial self is, on the other hand, very lose to the next sense of self I want to talk about: whatI will all the �self-as-'myself� ' or I2, itself a seond-order representation. This is the self-re�etive self: theself that has a sense of itself. This, Damasio suggests, is what humans have and other animals don't.The I1 is a physial organism. The I2 is a mental reature. The I2 is, if we are areful not to onfusethe metaphor with the reality, the homunulus sitting in his Cartesian theatre of the mind, ontrolling theshell of an organism in whih he sits and observing all that it observes (as another homunulus must beobserving him, and another, and another!) Ideally, we would like to keep the image and dith the ever-regressing homunuli. The mental reature is, I want to suggest, a �tion (being �merely� a representationof a representation of the physial organism), but an extremely useful �tion: one that makes the organismmuh more �exible in its responses to its environment.Normally we on�ate the I1 and the I2 � or we �nesse between them. It may in fat be neessary that wedo so. It would be strange indeed, in most ases, to think of one person having two (or more) quite distintnotions of self. But sometimes the two representations of self, �rst-order and seond-order, get separatedin some important way, as with Emily. She has a ore self; she has an autobiographial self. But someof the links between the two are broken. In partiular, she (being the autobiographial self of extendedonsiousness) annot visually reognize herself (a mental image that is part, or would normally be part, ofher ore self). But she an reognize herself in other ways: listening to her own voie, or touhing herself.8Disussion of levels and meta-levels, I would like to suggest, is simply a generalization from the onept of physial dimen-sions. In the one diretion, toward the abstrat (fewer dimensions, or lower fratal dimension), there is a qualitative loss ofinformation. In the other diretion, toward the onrete (higher dimensions, or higher fratal dimension), there is a qualitativeinrease of information. 7



So the disonnet is seletive. Note that, from Damasio's linial experiene, the autobiographial self � orwhat I am alling the I2 � is usually quite aware of this partial disonnet:Not only is she onsious of what she knows perfetly well, but she is also onsious of whatshe does not know. . . . Emily, as well as the many other patients like her that I have studiedover the years, is perfetly onsious of the things she does not know and she examines thosethings, in referene to her knowing self, in the same way she examines the things she does know.[Damasio 2000, p. 163℄What Emily's ase suggests to me is what seems the natural progression of the train of thought I've beendeveloping: namely, that even in ordinary irumstanes we only have diret aess to the I2, not the I1.The I1 mostly if not entirely resides in the subonsious: that part of the onsious mind that is not theself-onsious. Our aess to the I1 is always mediated through the I2. When breakdowns in this mediationour, we �nd ases like Emily's. Like it or not, our aess even to ourselves is always through a mind's �I�view.If the I1 is already an abstration away from the underlying reality � by whih I mean that there has beena qualitative and quantitative loss of information from the original to the representation � then the I2 is anabstration of an abstration. Eah time we step further away from the reality � reating a useful abstrationthat makes that reality easier to understand or relate to9 � something important is lost.Some time ago I took part in a generative art projet alled Chinese Whispers, organized by a Brighton (UK)artist. Although it is ertainly far from a preise analogy, I would like to draw a omparison. In this projet,volunteers (who might or might not be artists) were asked to sketh a opy of an original line drawing. Thena seond set of volunteers opied those opies, a third set opied the seond-generation opies, and so on.Although there was, on the fae of it, no requirement for either qualitative or quantitative loss of informationfrom one generation of opies to the next (as there is in my desription of I1 and I2), nonetheless after onlya few generations (never more, I think, than four or �ve), the sense of the original drawings was entirely loston any observer10.7 The Self Impoverished (I3)To my two notions of �I� I have given so far, I1 and I2, I would like to add and brie�y mention a third: I3.This would be I2's understanding (or representation) of itself. Who does the �I� who thinks �I� think that�I� is? Sine I2 is already a representation of a representation (or abstration of an abstration), that makesI3 a third-order representation.While we normally think of the mental entity (the I2) doing things � making deisions, oming to onlusions,e�eting hanges to the physial organism (the I1) � I3 more or less just sits there, an important but notvery entertaining plae holder. Call it the name by whih I know myself. A olletion of some desriptions(inluding one's own name), it is subjet to revision and some degree of manipulation by I2, but that is all.Beyond this point, there seems nothing to be gained in going further. Why? Why does it not make sensefor I3 to have a representation of itself (I4) � an even more severely impoverished sense of self, to be sure,but a self all the same � for I4 to have a representation of itself (I5), and so on? Why ould there notbe an in�nite series of selves beyond selves reminisent of Douglas Hofstadter's talk of �enlightenments yonenlightenment�? [Hofstadter 1979, pp. 231-245℄ Why is there no regress?9Compare what the neuropsyhologist V.S. Ramahandran has to say: �. . . Your onept of a single 'I' or 'self' inhabitingyour brain may be simply an illusion � albeit one that allows you to organize your life more e�iently, gives you a sense ofpurpose and helps you interat with others.� (Ramahandran, p. 84)10More information about the artist and the projet an be found at http://www.rahelohen.o.uk.8



I1 exists and moves in a physial world, as pereived through our senses. I2 exists and moves in a mentalworld that is abstrated away from the physial world. But where an I3 be said to exist and move save insome abstration away from the mental world to whih we an give no name? We an imagine it transribedinto something like a folder in a �ling abinet, and nothing more; we annot attribute it any volition. Whereould we even begin to loate I4? Not only an we attribute it no volition, we have no substane to give it.The di�erene between the endless regress of homunuli and my series of �pseudo-homunuli� I1, I2 and I3that seem to �bottom out� at the I3, is that the former is ineliminably dualist, while the latter o�ers anesape. The former loates all the homunuli at the same level (of omplexity or abstration); the latterseparates them out into level, meta-level and meta-meta-level. There is no in�nite regress (�of ourse�, onemight exlaim) beause eah homunulus is qualitatively and quantitatively simpli�ed from the last. AsDennett points out as early as BRAINSTORMS [Dennett 1981℄, we only get an in�nite regress when weassume at eah level a homunulus equal in abilities, in omplexity, to its predeessor. Compare an atualperson, a penil drawing of that person and a textual desription of that drawing (and so, indiretly, of theperson). With eah step toward abstration, a huge amount of information is lost.8 ConlusionsConepts exist independently of neither subjets nor objets, so that a representational system modelingthat knowledge must take aount of both the subjet that possesses those onepts and the objets towhih those onepts refer, showing the relationships between all these levels. One way to take aount ofthe subjet is to model it internally to the representational system. At the same time this provides a naturalway to disuss mental representations of self.Fears about the pitfalls of taking an anthropoentri stane toward understanding intelligene seem, on thefae of it, unwarranted, or at least answerable. The perspetive o�ered by the anthropoentri stane may bepainfully limited, but it may also be the best that we have, and the limitations may not be all that they seem.Indeed, they may prove to be a bene�t, by giving us a needed starting point. The representation of subjet(or �self�) in a natural or an arti�ial intelligent system may well serve as the model for representations ofother intelligent agents.There is an important sense in whih we appear onstantly to be re-reating the world in our own image;our understanding of the minds of others may well begin with our understanding of ourselves. In similarfashion, our initial representations of others may well be opied from our representations of ourselves. Ourrepresentations of others an then be used to o�er feedbak to and help modify our representations ofourselves.As the anthropoentri stane o�ers guidane to how we might approah our mental representations of �self�and �other� and their relationship to eah other, so, too, a form of the meta-level argument allows us to relatein orderly fashion our di�erent ompeting notions of self, showing how they an be arranged in a hierarhyfrom most onrete (the physial organism itself) to most abstrat and why we might want to onsider themin that light.The end goal in doing knowledge representation is not understanding knowledge, oneptual or otherwise,as some abstrat, disembodied entity. It is to better understand ourselves and what knowledge means forus. The lesson for AI that I would like to go away with has been expressed suintly by Ron Chrisley:Perhaps here (�nally) we have a reason why AI must be made in our own image. . . . Beause thatis the only way that we will be able to grasp and re�ne the onepts neessary for AI development.If this is right, giving our AI systems a robust form of embodiment may have as muh to do withdeveloping our own mental abilities as it does with developing theirs. (Chrisley, p. 148)9
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